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Where Are Maisys Friends A Maisy Lift The Flap Book
Where Are Maisy's Friends?
This colourful board book is ideal for any Maisy fan. Several new concepts are introduced as Maisy and her friends do
the gardening, paint pictures, dress up, and play in the park. There are 36 differently-shaped flaps to lift, each one
introducing either numbers, colours, shapes and opposites.
Everyone is crazy for Maisy, but who is Maisy crazy for? When she goes shopping, Charley is her best friend. When she
plays tennis, Tallulah is her best friend. Eddie always helps Maisy in the garden, and she would never go to the library
without Cyril. So who is Maisy's best friend?
Maisy and her friends play at the beach, have fun in the grass and join a parade as they learn their ABC's.
Five in the tent! A camping trip with Maisy turns into a slapstick comedy of errors in this hilarious picture-book adventure
(ages 2-5). When Maisy sets off to go camping in the country, it’s only natural that all her friends come along, too. But
they soon find that pitching a tent is not an easy thing to do. Even if they do manage to keep the tent up, there’s the
matter of fitting them all in -- Maisy, Charley, Cyril, Tallulah, and finally, the huge elephant, Eddie. What a squeezy squishsquash! Good night, campers! Uh-oh-what’s that popping sound?
Maisy shows how she loves her friends by making them all feel special. On board pages.
Whether driving over land or sailing across the sea, Maisy takes her friends all over the place in two shaped board books.
It’s a beautiful, sunny day, and Maisy knows just how to spend it — at the beach with her friends! Maisy arrives with her
bus to pick up her pals. Cyril has food for the picnic, and Tallulah brings her pink float. After Charley and Eddie squeeze
on board, it won’t be long at all until they’re at the seaside!
Maisy and her friends enjoy a game of soccer.
"Paints a vibrant, tangible, and inviting world for preschool-aged readers." —Publishers Weekly Broom, vroom, beep!
Maisy and Charley are in the city, and there are many things to get used to — noisy traffic, enormous buildings, and
sidewalks so crowded they have to walk very slowly. Riding the escalator and elevator — and hanging on tight in the
subway — are almost as much fun as exploring the giant toy store and eating pizza in a café. Even the playground is busy
in the city!
View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au
Maisy takes all of her friends on a train ride to the country where they climb up a hill, speed down a valley, and chug through a tunnel. On
board pages.
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Maisy and her friends are going on a nature walk! This First Experiences book entices children into the great outdoors. Hooray! Maisy is
packed up and ready to go on a nature walk. Everyone is excited when her friends meet up at the park entrance. They're surprised at how
many plants and animals live at the pond, from lily pads to ducks to ladybugs, tadpoles to fish and dragonflies. When they head into the
woods, they find the animals to be shy--is that a deer, or even a fox? Looking closely at leaves and under logs helps in spotting small
creatures like ants and earthworms. And when they hear birds high in the trees, Maisy uses binoculars to get a better look. Little ones on their
first nature adventure and seasoned hikers alike will be happy to share their experience with their favorite mouse and her pals.
Helps readers learn about colors by showing the colorful foods, including red apples, green pears, and yellow bananas, enjoyed by Maisy and
her friends.
What's it like to travel by plane for the first time? Little flyers are in good company with Maisy leading the way. From buckling seat belts to
arriving in a whole new place, flying is more fun with a friend like Maisy on board. Full color.
Maisy is playing hide-and-seek with Charley, Tallulah, Eddie and Cyril. Lift the flaps and help Maisy find where her friends are hiding.
Maisy is on vacation, and she's sending mail to all her friends! Readers will be thrilled to open her letters and find surprises inside. Join Maisy
on an exciting journey as she travels through the mountains, visits a market, rows a boat along the river, has fun at a fair, and relaxes on the
beach. As part of each adventure, Maisy sends a letter to a friend -- and to her fans! Included are six real envelopes containing postcards,
games, souvenirs, and more.
At the end of a busy day, Maisy says goodbye to her friends and takes Panda inside to get ready for bed.
Maisy's plan to have a quiet read is put to the challenge by her giggling friends in this ode to the pleasures of the local library (ages 2-5).
Maisy likes going to the library. She loves to read a book in a nice, quiet place. Today, Maisy wants to read a book about fish, but she can
only find books about birds or tigers. So she explores some of the other things to do in the library, like using the computer, making copies,
listening to music, or looking at fish in the aquarium. Aha! Finally Maisy finds a sparkly book all about fish. But just as she settles into a corner
to read, along come Cyril, Tallulah, Eddie, and Ostrich -- and they all have noisier activities on their minds!
When Maisy hurts herself on a trampoline, she goes to the hospital, where she is taken care of and meets a new friend.
Invites young readers to join Maisy the mouse in a game of hide-and-seek and lift flaps to find where she is hiding.
Kids love Maisy — and Maisy loves books! Follow her as she discovers the wonders of the bookstore for the first time. Today Maisy is going to
the bookstore to buy a new book, but there are so many to choose from! There’s a big brown book about bears, a long blue book about fish,
a noisy book about trucks, and a book about things to draw and paint. Just as Maisy finds a beautiful book of rhymes that her friend Tallulah
will love, out pops Charley from behind the shelves. “Ahoy, Maisy!” he says, holding a book about pirates. Now what kind of books will Cyril
and Eddie choose?
Ginger likes to play with Maisy, but when Maisy's bad behaviour makes a fun playdate turn bad, what can Ginger do to fix things?
BOARD BOOK. Can you find Maisy's house? Fun interactive book that is great for young ones. Where does Maisy live? In the hen house? In
the kennel? In the stable? Lift the flaps and find out which house is Maisy's.
Maisy takes care of her animal friends.
Maisy's pal Tallulah helps set up and repair a wading pool; then the girls team up with Eddie the elephant so that all three can cool off.
Presents the English and Spanish words for familiar domestic and wild animals through labelled illustrations featuring Maisy the mouse and
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her friends. On board pages.
On his first trip to the dentist, Charley gets lots of moral support from Maisy and friends in a full-length story readers will be eager to sink their
teeth into. (Age 2-5). Maisy's friend Charley has a wobbly tooth! He's going to the dentist for the first time, and he’s a little nervous. Luckily,
Maisy, Tallulah, Eddie, and Cyril are happy to accompany their toothy friend to the dentist’s office, where they make some fun discoveries: a
twirly chair that goes up and down, a special cup to spit in, and a proper tooth-brushing demonstration. Charley gets an x-ray, a smiley
button, and a book to take home, but what will happen with his wobbly tooth?
Although Maisy likes to shop with Charley, play tennis with Tallulah, and garden with Eddie, all of her friends have one special thing in
common.
Maisy and her friends spend a busy day doing chores on the farm, including feeding the animals and harvesting vegetables. Cut-outs of the
characters and a pop-up model of the farm allow readers to act out the farm activities.
Friendships are precious, but they can also be tricky to navigate - especially when you're little. In this charming and supremely sensitive book,
we meet Sukie and Joe: two children making friends for the first time. With words by Amanda McCardie, who has studied child development
at the Tavistock, and pictures from Colleen Larmour, a rising star, Making Friends is the perfect tool for talking to very young children about
friendship and everything that goes with it, from meeting new people to celebrating differences and standing up for one another. "Remarkable
... a good starting place to help children talk through emotions." Observer on A Book of Feelings (McCardie)
Synopsis coming soon.......
Excitement is in the air as Maisy discovers the fun of going to a wedding with friends. Today Maisy is going to the wedding of her friends
Penguin and Ostrich, so she needs to put on a fancy outfit. She can't wait! When she arrives at the wedding, there are beautiful flowers, lots
of gifts, and many people. As music plays, the bride walks down the aisle, then the happy couple exchange their vows while everyone cheers.
Afterward, there's confetti to toss, food to eat, a speech to hear, a band to dance to, and a bouquet to be thrown. Now who do you think will
catch it?
It's Halloween and Maisy and her friends are going trick-or-treating.
Reach out and join Little Fish in a touchy-feely undersea adventure! Little Fish's world is not only vividly bright--it's fun to touch! Start with the
die-cut cover and feel the ribbed texture of Stripey Fish poking through. Turn the pages and rub your finger over Shelly Fish's bumpy shell,
tickle soft and fluffy Bumble Fish, and watch out for Ele-fish and his rough, pointy tusks. And don't miss crinkly Leaf Fish, shiny Starfish, and
best of all, cuddly, squishy Mommy Fish at the end. Kiss, kiss, kiss!
In the blink of a summer, Bea goes from having a best friend and a place she belongs to being dropped and invisible, eating lunch alone and
only talking to teachers. The end of sixth grade and the start of Camp Amelia can't come soon enough. But then the worst part of school, exbest friend Maisy, shows up in Bea's safe place and ruins it all. Maisy lands in the same bunk as Bea and summer suddenly seems dire.
Never having camped a day in her life, Maisy agrees: it's hopeless. She should be at home, spending time with her little sister and hanging
out with her super popular crew of friends--not at this stupid adventure camp failing everything and being hated by everyone. In a desperate
bid to belong, Maisy offers Bea a deal: if Bea helps her fit in at the camp, she will get Bea into the M & M's, their town's popular clique, when
they enter seventh grade in the fall. The Popularity Pact is born.
Are you ready for the big show? Maisy and her friends show little ones what it's like to attend their first live performance. Today, Maisy and
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her friends are off to the theater to see a show starring Flora Fantastica! First they line up to show their tickets. After the usher helps them all
find their seats, the lights go down, and Maisy and her friends take in a feast for the senses: dramatic flashing lights, colorful costumes,
amazing songs, and lots of exciting characters. From the rise of the curtain through intermission (and snacks) to a standing ovation at the
end, Maisy takes her fans on a trip to the theater that makes a new experience familiar and fun.

Peppa Pig loves her best friend, Suzy Sheep. One day, Mummy Pig says that Peppa and Suzy were best friends even
when they were babies! What were little Peppa and Suzy like in the olden days? Join Peppa on an adorable friendshipthemed tale in this special hardcover storybook based on the hit Nick Jr. show!
Maisy plays hide-and-seek in the house with her toys.
When Maisy's friends gather at her house for a Christmas Eve celebration, they realize that Eddie the elephant is
missing.
Come visit with Maisy at her house! A colorful story leads to a pop-up play scene including pop-out pieces featuring
Maisy and her friends. Maisy's fans are invited to join the friendly mouse as she goes through her daily routines: getting
up in the morning, making breakfast in the kitchen, painting a picture, and having afternoon tea with Tallulah. Then it's
time for little listeners to put their imaginations to work with the help of a pop-up play set of Maisy's house with four
removable characters -- Maisy, Little Black Cat, Panda, and Tallulah. Who wants to meet in the kitchen for tea and
cookies?
Make up your own stories! Two clever (and wonderfully portable) books with pop-up play scenes and press-out pieces
spark little ones' imaginations. It's time for school! Maisy and her friends play with building blocks, practice their counting,
and sit down for storytime. A pop-up classroom scene waits at the end of the book with paper press-outs of Maisy and
her pals. Kids will relish the chance to play teacher and decide the lessons, all the while putting their imaginations to the
test and learning about the routines that make up a day at school.
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